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Long-Lived Particles at the LHC with Timing 
information

• Long-lived particles (skip)


• Timing information at detector


• Long-lived + Timing
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Detector with timing information
• Detector needs timing information to record event

25 ns = 7.5 m
30 cm = 1 ns

16 micron<1ps

• Bunch crossing: 25 ns


• Bunch length: 30 cm~ 1 ns


• Collision is a time extended 
event. 


• Pile-up events: 20~100 per 
bunch, time spread~190ps


• Detector needs to record time 
in each 25 ns window, but 
suffers from pile-up
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Timing upgrade benefits 

• Reduction of pileup tracks


• Suppress pileup jet


• Better missing energy recon.


• B-tagging and tau charged 
isolation


• Higgs diphoton vertex location
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Figure 3.2: Number of tracks associated with pileup incorrectly associated with the hard pri-
mary vertex in tt (left) and Z ! µµ (right) events as a function of the pileup density, shown
with (4D vtx) and without (3D vtx) precision timing.
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Figure 3.3: Number of pileup tracks in Z ! µµ events incorrectly associated with the hard
primary vertex as a function of pileup density, shown without and with precision timing for
several different acceptance scenarios, considering tracks within the full Tracker acceptance
(left) and just in the central part (right) of the detector.

53

1.9 = 200 PU

Figure 3.1: Space-time diagrams illustrating the concept of hermetic timing for H ! gg events
with two photons separated by a large rapidity gap (top) and a small rapidity gap (bottom).
The reconstructed time for the photons at each vertex (green open dots), with error bars from
the uncertainty on the time measurement of photons, can be cross referenced with the time
information of the 4D vertices. The green straight lines are drawn to guide the eye. The pileup
is reduced to an average of 20 in this case, to improve clarity. For photons with a small rapidity
gap, the coincidence with a 4D-vertex is necessary to enable vertex location.
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Timing upgrade proposal for ATLAS and LHCb

• ATLAS is also considering adding a High Granularity Timing Detector 
(HGTD) at |z|=3.5m and 2.4<|eta|<4


• With ~30 ps timing resolution, enable 4d reconstruction for reducing pile-
up

ATLAS: 1804.00622

• LHCb: upgrade timing for Vertex Locator (VELO), high granularity ECAL and Torch 
detector, 


• forward, with ~30ps timing resolution


• B0->pi+ pi- 

Figure 2.3: Example event containing a B0 ! ⇡+⇡� candidate under Upgrade II conditions,
illustrating the PV association challenge. Each PV is drawn as a 2D Gaussian distribution with
the appropriate values and uncertainties for both spatial (x-axis) and temporal (y-axis) metrics
used to associate the B meson to a single origin PV. In this case, adding the temporal information
allows the correct PV [‘A’, closest to (0, 0)] to be identified where the spatial information alone
would lead to the wrong choice (‘B’).

this can be reduced to ⇠ 5% with a timing precision of 50–100 ps. Studies have also shown that
the track reconstruction e�ciency and fake rate can be addressed by decreasing the pixel pitch
from the current 55µm at Upgrade II, particularly for the innermost region of the VELO. The
addition of timing will also have crucial benefits in track reconstruction since it allows to reduce
drastically combinatorics at an early stage, saving CPU resources. Timing information from the
VELO also provides a precise time origin for tracks for the rest of the experiment, which will be
helpful for other subdetectors with timing such as the TORCH.

The timing and rate capabilities required from the ASIC are ambitious but achievable
with the foreseen R&D timeline. Another possibility being considered is to have a ‘mixed’
solution where the inner region has a smaller pitch (emphasising resolution) and the outer region
has a larger pitch emphasising more precise timing. Studies of the performance of a possible
configuration are shown in Fig. 2.4.

2.3.1.2 Downstream tracking

Changes to the downstream tracking system are also foreseen. In Upgrade I this comprises a
silicon strip detector located upstream (UT) and three tracking stations located downstream of the
magnet (T-stations). For Upgrade I the T-stations are covered by a twelve-layer scintillating fibre
tracker (SciFi). This covers the full acceptance, corresponding to 30 m2 per layer. In conjunction
with the VELO, these stations provide a high precision momentum measurement. They also
measure the track directions of the charged particles as input to the particle identification
systems, notably the photon-ring searches in the RICH detectors. Two challenges must be met
in the design of the system for Upgrade II. First, the higher occupancies necessitate increased
detector granularity. Second, the rate of incorrect matching of upstream and downstream track
segments needs to be minimised. This can be achieved by optimisation of the UT, minimisation
of detector material and use of timing information.

The high occupancies in Upgrade II necessitate replacing the inner part of the T-stations
with a high granularity silicon detector, with the large area covered by scintillating fibres as

11

LHCb: 1808.08865
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Motivation for our work

• LHC 2 year long shut down from Dec 2018


• PHASE 2 upgrade: timing detector (~30 ps)


• How to relate it to new physics?

!7
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Motivation for our work
• Previous work


• Time of flight in (meta-)stable charged particle searches,       (CMS: 1305.0491, 
PAS-EXO-16-036, ATLAS:1604.04520, J. Ellis:ph/0607261)


• Time delay parameters adopted in non-pointing photon searches     
(CDF: ph/0407022, physics/0512171, ATLAS:1409.5542) 


•  (very loosely) in the stopped particle searches (CMS:1801.00359)


• Time of flight in neutral particle search for mass determination (CMS MTD 
Phase 2 upgrade) 


• Backward flying particle from LLP (1706.07407) 


• Our work


• Use timing to suppress SM background in LLP search


• Fits for generic LLP, e.g. decay to jets

scenarios, the ec0
1 may have a long lifetime [81]. It is produced in top-squark pair production

withet ! t + ec0
1, ec0

1 ! Z + eG, and Z ! e+e�. The decay diagram is shown in Fig. 3.14 (left).
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Figure 3.14: Diagram for top-squark pair production and decay (left), h distribution for elec-
trons from the secondary vertex (center), and distribution of the mass of ec0

1 (right) reconstructed
from the final state kinematics for decays with M(et) = 1000 GeV and M(ec0

1) = 700 GeV. The
mass distributions are shown for various values of the ct of the ec0

1.

The events were generated with Pythia8 [82]. The masses of the top-squark and neutralino
were set to 1000 GeV and 700 GeV, respectively. Generator–level quantities were smeared ac-
cording to the expected experimental resolutions. A position resolution of 12 µm in each of
the three spatial directions was assumed for the primary vertex [7]. The secondary vertex po-
sition for the e+e� pair was reconstructed assuming 30 µm track resolution in the transverse
direction. The momentum resolution for electrons was assumed to be 2%. And finally, the time
resolution of charged tracks at the displaced vertex were assumed to be 30 ps.

The mass of the LLP was reconstructed from the final state kinematics and the time meaure-
ments as explained above, assuming that the gravitino is massless. The right panel of Fig. 3.14
shows the distribution of the reconstructed mass of the neutralino for various ct values of the
LLP. The fraction of events with separation between primary and secondary vertices exceeding
3s in both space and time as a function of the MTD resolution is shown in Fig. 3.15 (left). The
mass resolution, defined as half of the shortest mass interval that contains 68% of events with
3s displacement is shown in Fig. 3.15 (right), as a function of the MTD resolution.

The second example is a SUSY scenario where the two lightest neutralinos and light chargino
are higgsino–like. The light charginos and neutralinos are nearly mass degenerate [83] and
may become long-lived as a consequence of the heavy higgsinos [84]. Neutralino-chargino
ec0

2 ec
±
1 pairs in proton-proton collisions at

p
s = 14 TeV were generated with Pythia8. The ec0

2
and ec±

1 were forced to decay into the ec0
1 (LSP) and a virtual Z? boson or a W?, respectively.

The masses of the ec0
2 and ec±

1 were set to 400 GeV. The mass of the ec0
1 was set to 390 GeV. The

virtual Z? was forced to decay into an e+e� pair. The generator–level quantities were smeared
according to the expected experimental resolutions as described above.

In the limit where the light charginos and neutralinos are degenerate in mass (DM = M(ec0
2)�

M(ec0
1) ' 0), the energy of the e+e� (visible) system in the LLP rest frame provides a direct

measurement of the mass splitting. The left panel of Fig. 3.16 shows the distribution of recon-
structed DM for various ct values of the LLP.

The fraction of events with separation between the primary and secondary vertices exceeding
3s in both space and time, as a function of the MTD resolution for this decay, is very similar to
the one from the example discussed above. The mass resolution, defined as a half of the shortest

65

(p_chi0 + p_Z)^2 = 0
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Long lived particle (LLP) detection
• Question: if LLP has lifetime 10km, and we have a finite 

size detector e.g. 10 m. Where to put the detector?  
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• Question: if LLP has lifetime 10km, and we have a finite 
size detector e.g. 10 m. Where to put the detector?  
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• Pin: The probability to fall in the detector 

Good news for LHC 
general purpose 

detectors!

Motivation for LLP search at LHC
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d = c⌧��
<latexit sha1_base64="xLCKLjvqzvs+yNUu5x9OCGIrwRo=">AAAB/3icbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+nQo2NotBsAp3ImgjBG0sI5gYyIUwt9lLluzeHbtzQogp/Cs2ForY+jfs/Ddukis08cHA470ZZuaFqRQGPe/bKSwtr6yuFddLG5tb2zvu7l7DJJlmvM4SmehmCIZLEfM6CpS8mWoOKpT8PhxcT/z7B66NSOI7HKa8raAXi0gwQCt13IMuvaQsQMho0AOlgAYhR+i4Za/iTUEXiZ+TMslR67hfQTdhmeIxMgnGtHwvxfYINAom+bgUZIanwAbQ4y1LY1DctEfT+8f02CpdGiXaVox0qv6eGIEyZqhC26kA+2bem4j/ea0Mo4v2SMRphjxms0VRJikmdBIG7QrNGcqhJcC0sLdS1gcNDG1kJRuCP//yImmcVnyv4t+elatXeRxFckiOyAnxyTmpkhtSI3XCyCN5Jq/kzXlyXpx352PWWnDymX3yB87nD1t9lQg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xLCKLjvqzvs+yNUu5x9OCGIrwRo=">AAAB/3icbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+nQo2NotBsAp3ImgjBG0sI5gYyIUwt9lLluzeHbtzQogp/Cs2ForY+jfs/Ddukis08cHA470ZZuaFqRQGPe/bKSwtr6yuFddLG5tb2zvu7l7DJJlmvM4SmehmCIZLEfM6CpS8mWoOKpT8PhxcT/z7B66NSOI7HKa8raAXi0gwQCt13IMuvaQsQMho0AOlgAYhR+i4Za/iTUEXiZ+TMslR67hfQTdhmeIxMgnGtHwvxfYINAom+bgUZIanwAbQ4y1LY1DctEfT+8f02CpdGiXaVox0qv6eGIEyZqhC26kA+2bem4j/ea0Mo4v2SMRphjxms0VRJikmdBIG7QrNGcqhJcC0sLdS1gcNDG1kJRuCP//yImmcVnyv4t+elatXeRxFckiOyAnxyTmpkhtSI3XCyCN5Jq/kzXlyXpx352PWWnDymX3yB87nD1t9lQg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xLCKLjvqzvs+yNUu5x9OCGIrwRo=">AAAB/3icbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+nQo2NotBsAp3ImgjBG0sI5gYyIUwt9lLluzeHbtzQogp/Cs2ForY+jfs/Ddukis08cHA470ZZuaFqRQGPe/bKSwtr6yuFddLG5tb2zvu7l7DJJlmvM4SmehmCIZLEfM6CpS8mWoOKpT8PhxcT/z7B66NSOI7HKa8raAXi0gwQCt13IMuvaQsQMho0AOlgAYhR+i4Za/iTUEXiZ+TMslR67hfQTdhmeIxMgnGtHwvxfYINAom+bgUZIanwAbQ4y1LY1DctEfT+8f02CpdGiXaVox0qv6eGIEyZqhC26kA+2bem4j/ea0Mo4v2SMRphjxms0VRJikmdBIG7QrNGcqhJcC0sLdS1gcNDG1kJRuCP//yImmcVnyv4t+elatXeRxFckiOyAnxyTmpkhtSI3XCyCN5Jq/kzXlyXpx352PWWnDymX3yB87nD1t9lQg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xLCKLjvqzvs+yNUu5x9OCGIrwRo=">AAAB/3icbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+nQo2NotBsAp3ImgjBG0sI5gYyIUwt9lLluzeHbtzQogp/Cs2ForY+jfs/Ddukis08cHA470ZZuaFqRQGPe/bKSwtr6yuFddLG5tb2zvu7l7DJJlmvM4SmehmCIZLEfM6CpS8mWoOKpT8PhxcT/z7B66NSOI7HKa8raAXi0gwQCt13IMuvaQsQMho0AOlgAYhR+i4Za/iTUEXiZ+TMslR67hfQTdhmeIxMgnGtHwvxfYINAom+bgUZIanwAbQ4y1LY1DctEfT+8f02CpdGiXaVox0qv6eGIEyZqhC26kA+2bem4j/ea0Mo4v2SMRphjxms0VRJikmdBIG7QrNGcqhJcC0sLdS1gcNDG1kJRuCP//yImmcVnyv4t+elatXeRxFckiOyAnxyTmpkhtSI3XCyCN5Jq/kzXlyXpx352PWWnDymX3yB87nD1t9lQg=</latexit>
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LT1

LT2

X

a b

SM
`X

`a

`SM

Timing layer

• CMS timing layer: 1.2 m~ 4ns


• h-> X X, with mX = 50 GeV


• X boost ~ (mh/2)/50GeV, v~0.55


• Time delay ~ 4ns (1/v -1)=3.2ns

Time delay from LLP and detection proposal

• Proposal: LLP decay before timing layer


• CMS MTD search: LT1 = 0.2 m, LT2 = 1.2 m (MTD = MIP Timing Detector)


• ATLAS MS search (hypothetical): LT1 = 4.2 m, LT2 = 10.6m (MS = Muon Spectrometer)

!11
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LLP signal and physics model

• Physics model:


• SigA (resonance): SM Higgs decay to two LLPs, e.g. glueball


• SigB (pair prod): GMSB SUSY long lived neutralino

LT1

LT2

X

a b

SM
`X

`a

`SM

Timing layer

ISR

• Time stamping the primary vertex 


• ISR object (jet, lepton, photon)


• Prompt decay object (squark)

!12
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Motivation for timing cut on LLP
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delay at MS from LHC

• SM background time spread (Gaussian):


• Hard collision: ~30 ps


• Pile-up: ~190 ps


• Use timing cut to suppress background


• Method: a low pt ISR jet + timing 
delayed object (no track near PV)


• Lower pt/MET cut threshold


• Due to low bkg, use one LLP decay


• Achieve better sensitivity at large 
lifetime

• Other SM backgrounds (time uniform):


• Interactions with materials, cosmic rays, beam halo, 
satellite beam etc


• Existing mature veto mechanism (e.g. non-pointing 
photons, traditional DV search)


• More handles from LLP signal


• DV, MET at PV, ISR lepton, two delayed objects 
(if Gaussian fail in the tail)…


• Help to suppress the bkg!13
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BKG estimation (SV) for LLP with timing
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delay at MS from LHC

• Hard collision BKG: detector time 
resolution ~30 ps


• MTD (30ps) cut: Deltat > 1 ns


• MS (30ps) cut: Deltat > 0.4 ns


• BKG(SV) << 1

ISR jet

Trackless jet

Fake displaced obj 

• The detector time resolution for MS 
can be downgraded to hundreds of 
ps


• MS (200ps) cut: Deltat > 1ns


• BKG(MS-SV) ~ 0.11

Time stamping PV

2

LT1

LT2

X

a b

SM
`X

`a

`SM

Timing layer

FIG. 1. An event topology with an LLP X decaying into two
light SM particles a and b. A timing layer, at a transverse
distance LT2 away from the beam axis (horizontal gray dotted
line), is placed at the end of the detector volume (shaded
region). The trajectory of a reference SM background particle
is also shown (blue dashed line). The gray polygon indicates
the primary vertex.

we only consider neutral LLP signals where background
from charged particles can be vetoed using particle iden-
tification and isolation. Hence, the decay products of X,
taking particle a for example, arrives at the timing layer
with a time delay of

�t =
`X

�X
+

`a

�a
� `SM

�SM
, (1)

with �a ' �SM ' 1. It is necessary to have prompt
particles from production or decay, or Initial State Radi-
ation (ISR), which arrive at timing layer with the speed
of light, to derive the time of the hard collision at the
primary vertex (to “timestamp” the hard collision). ISR
jets could easily be present for all processes, and we use
this generic feature to “timestamp” the hard collision for
the proposed new searches in this letter.

In Fig. 2, we show typical time delay �t for a hypo-
thetical timing layer at the outer part of the ATLAS
MS system for benchmark signals and backgrounds, and
the distributions for MTD are shown in the supplement
material. The two benchmark signals considered here
are the glueballs from Higgs boson decays, and the
electroweakino pair production in the Gauge Mediated
SUSY Breaking (GMSB) scenario. Both the glueballs
and lightest neutralino proper lifetimes are set to be
c⌧ = 10 m. The 10 GeV glueballs (red dashed line) have
larger average boost comparing to the 50 GeV glueballs
(solid red line), and hence have a sizable fraction of the
signals with delay time less than one nanosecond. For
the electroweakinos pair production, the signals are not
boosted and hence significantly delayed compared to the
backgrounds, with 99% of the signal with �t > 1 ns.

Search strategy.— We consider the signal with an ISR
jet timestamping the primary vertex and another SM ob-
ject from the LLP decay (e.g., jet) which has large time
delay �t. We propose two searches using time delay in-
formation:

0. 0.5 1. 2 5 10 20 50 100 200

10-4
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100
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/
Δt

/b
in
)

delay at MS from LHC

FIG. 2. The di↵erential �t distribution for typical signals and
backgrounds at 13 TeV LHC. The plot is normalized to the
fraction of events per bin with a varying bin size, where for �t
less than 1 ns are shown in linear scale and then in logarithmic
scale for longer time delays. Two representative signal models
are shown with di↵erent masses. For all signal events, the
proper lifetime is set 10 m, and the distribution only counts
for events decayed within [LT1 , LT2 ] of [4.2, 10.6] m in the
transverse direction, which follows the geometry of ATLAS
MS in the barrel region. For the background distribution
shown in gray curves, we assume bunch spacing of 25 ns. The
solid and dashed gray curves represent backgrounds from a
same hard collision vertex and hence with a precision timing
uncertainty of �PT

t = 30 ps and from the pile-up with a spread
of �t = 190 ps, respectively, in units of fraction per 0.1 ns.

LT2 LT1 Trigger ✏trig ✏sig ✏j
fake Ref.

MTD 1.17 m 0.2 m DelayJet 0.5 0.5 10�3 [12]

MS 10.6 m 4.2 m MS RoI 0.25, 0.5 0.25 5 ⇥ 10�9 [22]

For both searches, we assume a similar timing resolution
of 30 ps. For the MS search, because of the larger time
delay and much less background due to “shielding” by
inner detectors, a much less precise timing (e.g. 0.2 � 2
ns) could also achieve similar physics reach. The ✏trig, ✏sig
and ✏j

fake are the e�ciencies for trigger, signal selection
and a QCD jet faking the delayed jet signal with pT >
30 GeV in MTD and MS searches, respectively.

For the MTD search, we assume a new trigger strategy
of a delayed jet using the CMS MTD. This can be real-
ized by comparing the prompt jet with pT > 30 GeV that
reconstructs the four-dimensional primary vertex (PV4d)
with the arrival time of another jet at the timing layer.
The delayed and displaced jet signal, after requiring min-
imal decay transverse distance of 0.2 m (LT1), will not
have good tracks associated with it. Hence, the major
SM background is from trackless jets. The jet fake rate
of ✏j,MTD

fake = 10�3 is calculated using Pythia [23] by sim-
ulating the trackless jets, where all charged constituent
hadrons are too soft to be observed or missed due to
tracking ine�ciency.

For the MS search, we use the MS Region of Interest
(MS RoI) trigger from a very similar search [24] as a
reference, with an e�ciency of ✏trig = 0.25 and 0.5 for
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BKG estimation (PU) for LLP with timing
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delay at MS from LHC

• Pile-up BKG: intrinsic resolution ~190 ps


• MTD (30ps) cut: Deltat > 1 ns


• BKG(MTD-PU) ~ 1.3


• MS (30ps) cut: Deltat > 0.4 ns


• BKG(MS-PU) ~ 0.86

ISR jet

Trackless jet 1
Fake displaced obj 

• The detector time resolution for MS 
can be downgraded to hundreds of 
ps


• MS (200ps) cut: Deltat > 1ns


• BKG(MS-PU) << 1

Time stamping PV
Trackless jet 2

No need to fake signal

2

LT1

LT2

X

a b

SM
`X

`a

`SM

Timing layer

FIG. 1. An event topology with an LLP X decaying into two
light SM particles a and b. A timing layer, at a transverse
distance LT2 away from the beam axis (horizontal gray dotted
line), is placed at the end of the detector volume (shaded
region). The trajectory of a reference SM background particle
is also shown (blue dashed line). The gray polygon indicates
the primary vertex.

we only consider neutral LLP signals where background
from charged particles can be vetoed using particle iden-
tification and isolation. Hence, the decay products of X,
taking particle a for example, arrives at the timing layer
with a time delay of

�t =
`X

�X
+

`a

�a
� `SM

�SM
, (1)

with �a ' �SM ' 1. It is necessary to have prompt
particles from production or decay, or Initial State Radi-
ation (ISR), which arrive at timing layer with the speed
of light, to derive the time of the hard collision at the
primary vertex (to “timestamp” the hard collision). ISR
jets could easily be present for all processes, and we use
this generic feature to “timestamp” the hard collision for
the proposed new searches in this letter.

In Fig. 2, we show typical time delay �t for a hypo-
thetical timing layer at the outer part of the ATLAS
MS system for benchmark signals and backgrounds, and
the distributions for MTD are shown in the supplement
material. The two benchmark signals considered here
are the glueballs from Higgs boson decays, and the
electroweakino pair production in the Gauge Mediated
SUSY Breaking (GMSB) scenario. Both the glueballs
and lightest neutralino proper lifetimes are set to be
c⌧ = 10 m. The 10 GeV glueballs (red dashed line) have
larger average boost comparing to the 50 GeV glueballs
(solid red line), and hence have a sizable fraction of the
signals with delay time less than one nanosecond. For
the electroweakinos pair production, the signals are not
boosted and hence significantly delayed compared to the
backgrounds, with 99% of the signal with �t > 1 ns.

Search strategy.— We consider the signal with an ISR
jet timestamping the primary vertex and another SM ob-
ject from the LLP decay (e.g., jet) which has large time
delay �t. We propose two searches using time delay in-
formation:

0. 0.5 1. 2 5 10 20 50 100 200

10-4

10-3

10-2

10-1

100

Δt (ns)

1/
/
Δt

/b
in
)

delay at MS from LHC

FIG. 2. The di↵erential �t distribution for typical signals and
backgrounds at 13 TeV LHC. The plot is normalized to the
fraction of events per bin with a varying bin size, where for �t
less than 1 ns are shown in linear scale and then in logarithmic
scale for longer time delays. Two representative signal models
are shown with di↵erent masses. For all signal events, the
proper lifetime is set 10 m, and the distribution only counts
for events decayed within [LT1 , LT2 ] of [4.2, 10.6] m in the
transverse direction, which follows the geometry of ATLAS
MS in the barrel region. For the background distribution
shown in gray curves, we assume bunch spacing of 25 ns. The
solid and dashed gray curves represent backgrounds from a
same hard collision vertex and hence with a precision timing
uncertainty of �PT

t = 30 ps and from the pile-up with a spread
of �t = 190 ps, respectively, in units of fraction per 0.1 ns.

LT2 LT1 Trigger ✏trig ✏sig ✏j
fake Ref.

MTD 1.17 m 0.2 m DelayJet 0.5 0.5 10�3 [12]

MS 10.6 m 4.2 m MS RoI 0.25, 0.5 0.25 5 ⇥ 10�9 [22]

For both searches, we assume a similar timing resolution
of 30 ps. For the MS search, because of the larger time
delay and much less background due to “shielding” by
inner detectors, a much less precise timing (e.g. 0.2 � 2
ns) could also achieve similar physics reach. The ✏trig, ✏sig
and ✏j

fake are the e�ciencies for trigger, signal selection
and a QCD jet faking the delayed jet signal with pT >
30 GeV in MTD and MS searches, respectively.

For the MTD search, we assume a new trigger strategy
of a delayed jet using the CMS MTD. This can be real-
ized by comparing the prompt jet with pT > 30 GeV that
reconstructs the four-dimensional primary vertex (PV4d)
with the arrival time of another jet at the timing layer.
The delayed and displaced jet signal, after requiring min-
imal decay transverse distance of 0.2 m (LT1), will not
have good tracks associated with it. Hence, the major
SM background is from trackless jets. The jet fake rate
of ✏j,MTD

fake = 10�3 is calculated using Pythia [23] by sim-
ulating the trackless jets, where all charged constituent
hadrons are too soft to be observed or missed due to
tracking ine�ciency.

For the MS search, we use the MS Region of Interest
(MS RoI) trigger from a very similar search [24] as a
reference, with an e�ciency of ✏trig = 0.25 and 0.5 for
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FIG. 3. The 95% C.L. limit on BR(h ! XX) for signal
process pp ! jh with subsequent decay h ! XX and X !
jj. Di↵erent colors indicate di↵erent masses of the particle X.
The thick solid and dotted (thick long-dashed) lines indicate
MS (EC) searches with di↵erent timing cuts. The numbers
in parentheses are the assumed timing resolutions. Other 13
TeV LHC projections [36, 37] are plotted in thin lines.

an intermediate resonance in other new physics scenarios
would have similar characteristics.

The second example is the decay of the lightest SUSY
electroweakino in the GMSB scenario. Its decay into
SM bosons (Z, h, or �) and gravitino is suppressed by
the SUSY breaking scale

p
F , and it can be naturally

long-lived. Amongst all the possible electroweakinos, the
bino is well-studied in a non-pointing photon search [19].
We study the case in which Higgsino is the lightest elec-
troweakino with decay �̃0

1 ! hG̃. Our selection would be
general so that all visible Higgs decays into SM particles
will be captured. In our simulation, we generate event
samples with the Higgs bosons decaying into dijets. This
two-body decay topology corresponds to approximately
70% of Higgs decays. This benchmark represents the
timing behavior of pair produced particles at the LHC
without an intermediate resonance.

For both of our examples, timestamping the hard col-
lision is achieved by using a ISR jet:

SigA : pp ! h + j , h ! X + X, X ! SM, (7)

SigB : pp ! �̃�̃ + j, �̃0
1 ! h + G̃ ! SM + G̃. (8)

For SigB, other electroweakinos �̃, such as charginos �̃±

or heavier neutralino �̃0
2, promptly decay into the lightest

neutralino state �̃0
1 plus soft particles.

To emphasize the power of timing, we rely mostly on
the timing information to suppress background and make
only minimal cuts. In this case, we need only one low
pT ISR jet, with pj

T > 30 GeV and |⌘j | < 2.5. In
both signal benchmarks, we require at least one LLP
decays inside the detector. We generate signal events
using MadGraph5 [38] at parton level and adopt the UFO

model file from [39] for the GMSB simulation. After de-
tailed simulation of the delayed arrival time for the dif-
ferent lifetime of the LLPs and geometrical selections, we
derive the projection sensitivity to SigA and SigB using
the cross sections obtained in Ref. [40] and Refs. [41, 42],
respectively.

For SigA, the 95% C.L. sensitivity is shown in Fig. 3.
The decay branching ratio of X ! jj is assumed to be
100%, where j here is light flavor quark. For X ! bb, a
similar plot is provided in the appendix. The EC and
MS searches, with 30 ps timing resolution, are plotted in
thick dashed and solid lines. For MS, the best reach of
BR(h ! XX) is about a few 10�6 for c⌧ < 10 m. It is rel-
atively insensitive to the mass of X because both 10 GeV
and 50 GeV X are moving slowly enough to pass the time
cut. The best reach points for di↵erent mass of X occurs
at di↵erent c⌧ and approximately inversely proportional
to mX . This is because the maximal probability for X to
decay is at a fixed d = c⌧� = (LT2�LT1)/(log(LT2/LT1)).
For large c⌧ at the EC search, the lighter X has worse
BR sensitivity reach than heavier ones, since the detec-
tor is shorter than MS and �t cut e�ciency is smaller
for lighter X. Interestingly, for c⌧ . 10�2 m, the reach
of light X becomes better than heavy X. In this regime,
�t from X movement alone is not enough, and thus the
path di↵erence contributes significantly, as illustrated in
Fig. 1. For the MS search, a less precise timing resolu-
tion (200 ps) has been also considered with cut �t > 1 ns
to suppress background. After the cut, the backgrounds
from SV and PU for MS search are 0.11 and 7.0⇥10�3 re-
spectively, and SV background dominates. For PU back-
ground, the final time spread includes the timing reso-
lution and PU intrinsic time spread in quadrature. The
heavy X is almost not a↵ected, while light X loses sen-
sitivity by a factor of a few.

We compare EC and MS (thick lines) with 13 TeV
HL-LHC (with 3 ab�1 integrated luminosity) projections,
two displaced vertex (DV) at MS using zero background
assumption (thin dotted) and one DV at MS using a
data-driven method with optimistic background estima-
tion (thin dashed) from [36]. It is clear that timing cuts
greatly reduces background and provides better sensitiv-
ity. For the long lifetime, the limit is proportional to c⌧
for searches requiring one LLP to be reconstructed as the
signal, and (c⌧)2 for searches requiring two LLPs to be
reconstructed as the signal. Therefore one LLP decay is
better. The projected limits from invisible Higgs decay
at 13 TeV [37] is also plotted in Fig. 3.

For SigB, we show the projected 95% C.L. exclusion
reach in the plane of Higgsino mass m�̃ in GeV and
proper lifetime c⌧ in m in Fig. 4. The projected cov-
erage of the EC and MS searches in blue and red shaded
regions, respectively. Due to the slow motion of �̃, we
show the projections with a tight (solid lines) and a lose
(dashed lines) �t requirement. We can see minor di↵er-
ences between di↵erent delayed time cut choices for this

h → X X, X → j j
MS(30ps), Δt>0.4ns
MS(200ps), Δt>1ns
MTD(30ps), Δt>1ns
MS2DV, noBKG
MS1DV, optimistic

BRinv
h <3.5%

mX in [GeV] 10 40 50

10-3 10-2 10-1 100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108
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B
R
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FIG. 3. The 95% C.L. limit on BR(h ! XX) for signal
process pp ! jh with subsequent decay h ! XX and X !
jj. Di↵erent colors indicate di↵erent masses of the particle X.
The thick solid and dotted (thick long-dashed) lines indicate
MS (EC) searches with di↵erent timing cuts. The numbers
in parentheses are the assumed timing resolutions. Other 13
TeV LHC projections [36, 37] are plotted in thin lines.

an intermediate resonance in other new physics scenarios
would have similar characteristics.

The second example is the decay of the lightest SUSY
electroweakino in the GMSB scenario. Its decay into
SM bosons (Z, h, or �) and gravitino is suppressed by
the SUSY breaking scale

p
F , and it can be naturally

long-lived. Amongst all the possible electroweakinos, the
bino is well-studied in a non-pointing photon search [19].
We study the case in which Higgsino is the lightest elec-
troweakino with decay �̃0

1 ! hG̃. Our selection would be
general so that all visible Higgs decays into SM particles
will be captured. In our simulation, we generate event
samples with the Higgs bosons decaying into dijets. This
two-body decay topology corresponds to approximately
70% of Higgs decays. This benchmark represents the
timing behavior of pair produced particles at the LHC
without an intermediate resonance.

For both of our examples, timestamping the hard col-
lision is achieved by using a ISR jet:

SigA : pp ! h + j , h ! X + X, X ! SM, (7)

SigB : pp ! �̃�̃ + j, �̃0
1 ! h + G̃ ! SM + G̃. (8)

For SigB, other electroweakinos �̃, such as charginos �̃±

or heavier neutralino �̃0
2, promptly decay into the lightest

neutralino state �̃0
1 plus soft particles.

To emphasize the power of timing, we rely mostly on
the timing information to suppress background and make
only minimal cuts. In this case, we need only one low
pT ISR jet, with pj

T > 30 GeV and |⌘j | < 2.5. In
both signal benchmarks, we require at least one LLP
decays inside the detector. We generate signal events
using MadGraph5 [38] at parton level and adopt the UFO

model file from [39] for the GMSB simulation. After de-
tailed simulation of the delayed arrival time for the dif-
ferent lifetime of the LLPs and geometrical selections, we
derive the projection sensitivity to SigA and SigB using
the cross sections obtained in Ref. [40] and Refs. [41, 42],
respectively.

For SigA, the 95% C.L. sensitivity is shown in Fig. 3.
The decay branching ratio of X ! jj is assumed to be
100%, where j here is light flavor quark. For X ! bb, a
similar plot is provided in the appendix. The EC and
MS searches, with 30 ps timing resolution, are plotted in
thick dashed and solid lines. For MS, the best reach of
BR(h ! XX) is about a few 10�6 for c⌧ < 10 m. It is rel-
atively insensitive to the mass of X because both 10 GeV
and 50 GeV X are moving slowly enough to pass the time
cut. The best reach points for di↵erent mass of X occurs
at di↵erent c⌧ and approximately inversely proportional
to mX . This is because the maximal probability for X to
decay is at a fixed d = c⌧� = (LT2�LT1)/(log(LT2/LT1)).
For large c⌧ at the EC search, the lighter X has worse
BR sensitivity reach than heavier ones, since the detec-
tor is shorter than MS and �t cut e�ciency is smaller
for lighter X. Interestingly, for c⌧ . 10�2 m, the reach
of light X becomes better than heavy X. In this regime,
�t from X movement alone is not enough, and thus the
path di↵erence contributes significantly, as illustrated in
Fig. 1. For the MS search, a less precise timing resolu-
tion (200 ps) has been also considered with cut �t > 1 ns
to suppress background. After the cut, the backgrounds
from SV and PU for MS search are 0.11 and 7.0⇥10�3 re-
spectively, and SV background dominates. For PU back-
ground, the final time spread includes the timing reso-
lution and PU intrinsic time spread in quadrature. The
heavy X is almost not a↵ected, while light X loses sen-
sitivity by a factor of a few.

We compare EC and MS (thick lines) with 13 TeV
HL-LHC (with 3 ab�1 integrated luminosity) projections,
two displaced vertex (DV) at MS using zero background
assumption (thin dotted) and one DV at MS using a
data-driven method with optimistic background estima-
tion (thin dashed) from [36]. It is clear that timing cuts
greatly reduces background and provides better sensitiv-
ity. For the long lifetime, the limit is proportional to c⌧
for searches requiring one LLP to be reconstructed as the
signal, and (c⌧)2 for searches requiring two LLPs to be
reconstructed as the signal. Therefore one LLP decay is
better. The projected limits from invisible Higgs decay
at 13 TeV [37] is also plotted in Fig. 3.

For SigB, we show the projected 95% C.L. exclusion
reach in the plane of Higgsino mass m�̃ in GeV and
proper lifetime c⌧ in m in Fig. 4. The projected cov-
erage of the EC and MS searches in blue and red shaded
regions, respectively. Due to the slow motion of �̃, we
show the projections with a tight (solid lines) and a lose
(dashed lines) �t requirement. We can see minor di↵er-
ences between di↵erent delayed time cut choices for this
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Summary

• Timing information helps to suppress BKG


• Generic feature (slow moving) from heavy LLP


• Very low requirement (low pt ISR jet)


• Allow single LLP decay search or even tracks


• Sensitivity reach is good at large lifetime


• O(100) ps time resolution is good enough for MS searches


• All traditional LLP search can be augmented by timing information (re-
optimization)


• Precision timing is a new dimension of particle physics information available for 
BSM searches  
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Thank you!
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Motivation for LLP search at LHC
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• At d>L, LHC and far detector is comparable, but d<L, 
LHC is exponentially better than MATHUSLA


• LHC BKG suppression:


• MTD: 10^{-10}, MS: 10^{-5} by timing


• Early measurement for HSCP (non-pointing photon) 
indicates the SM background behavior agree well with 
Gaussian up to 10-6 (10-4) level (experimental Monte Carlo 
went to 10-9), where the plot ends (data insufficient);


• More handles to suppress bkg: e.g. MET, double time 
delay object, displaced parameters (impact parameters)
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Figure 2: Measured Ias (left) and 1/b (middle) distributions for several pT ranges and measured
1/b distributions for several Ias ranges (right). Results are for the tracker+TOF selection atp

s = 8 TeV. The lack of variation of the distributions for different ranges of the other variables
demonstrates the lack of strong correlation between 1/b, Ias, and pT.

The background expectation in the signal region, D, is estimated as D = BC/A, where B (C)
is the number of candidates that fail the first (second) criteria but pass the other one and A
is the number of candidates that fail both criteria. The method works if the probability for
a background candidate to pass one of the criteria is not correlated with whether it passes
the other criteria. The lack of strong correlation between the selection criteria is evident in
Fig. 2. Tests of the background prediction (described below) are used to quantify any residual
effect and to calculate the systematic error in the background estimate. All tracks passing the
preselection enter either the signal region D or one of the control regions that is used for the
background prediction.

For the tracker-only analysis, the two chosen criteria are pT and Ias. Threshold values (pT >
70 GeV/c and Ias > 0.4) are fixed such that failing candidates passing only pT (Ias) fall into
the B (C) regions. The B (C) candidates are then used to form a binned probability density
function in Ih(p) such that, using the mass determination (Eq. (3)), the full mass spectrum of
the background in the signal region D can be predicted. The h distribution of candidates at low
dE/dx differs from the distribution of the candidates at high dE/dx. To correct for this effect,
events in the C region are weighted such that the h distribution matches that in the B region.

For the tracker+TOF analysis, three criteria are used, pT, Ias, and 1/b, creating eight regions la-
beled A through H. The final threshold values are selected to be pT > 70 GeV/c, Ias > 0.125, and
1/b > 1.225. Region D represents the signal region, with events passing all three criteria. The
candidates in the A, F, and G regions pass only the 1/b, Ias, and pT criteria, respectively, while
the candidates in the B, C, and H regions fail only the pT, Ias, and 1/b criteria, respectively. The
E region fails all three criteria. The background estimate can be made from several different
combinations of these regions. The combination D = AGF/E2 is used because it yields the
smallest statistical uncertainty. Similar to the tracker-only analysis, events in the G region are
reweighted to match the h distribution in the B region. From a consideration of the observed
spread in background estimates from the other combinations, a 20% systematic uncertainty is
assigned to the background estimate. The 20% systematic uncertainty is also assigned to the
background estimate for the tracker-only analysis.

In order to check the background prediction, loose selection samples, which would be domi-
nated by background tracks, are used for the tracker-only and tracker+TOF analyses. The loose
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Figure 4: Observed and predicted numbers of tracks in both the control region with 1/b < 1
(left) and the signal region (right) as functions of the 1/b threshold and for two different pT
thresholds for the muon-only analysis at

p
s = 8 TeV. Only statistical uncertainties are shown.

0.8 < 1/b < 1.0, while events in D0 (C0) pass (fail) the pT requirement with 1/b < 0.8. Two
complementary predictions now become possible, D = CB0/A0 and D = CD0/C0. From a
consideration of the spread of the three estimates, a systematic uncertainty of 20% is assigned
to the background estimate for the muon-only analysis using this method.

The muon-only analysis also has background contributions from cosmic ray muons even af-
ter the previously mentioned cosmic ray muon veto requirements are applied. The number of
cosmic ray muons expected to pass the selection criteria is determined by using the sideband
region of 70 < |dz| < 120 cm. To increase the number of cosmic ray muons in the sideband
region, the veto requirements are not applied here. To reduce the contamination in the side-
band region due to muons from collisions, the tracks are required to not be reconstructed in the
inner tracker. The number of tracks (N) in the sideband with 1/b greater than the threshold
is counted. To determine the ratio (Rµ) of candidates in the signal region with respect to the
sideband region, a pure cosmic ray sample is used. The sample is collected using a trigger
requiring a track from the muon system with pT > 20 GeV/c, rejecting events within ±50 ns of
a beam crossing and events triggered as beam halo. The cosmic ray muon contribution to the
muon-only analysis signal region is determined as N ⇥ Rµ. A similar procedure is used to sub-
tract the estimated cosmic ray muon contribution to the A, B, and C regions prior to estimating
the collision muon background in the D region. The cosmic ray muon contribution to the signal
region constitutes approximately 60% of the total expected background. The systematic uncer-
tainty in the cosmic ray muon contribution is determined by comparing estimates using |dz|
ranges of 30–50 cm, 50–70 cm, 70–120 cm, and >120 cm. It is found to be 80%. Figure 4 shows
the numbers of predicted and observed candidates in both the control region with 1/b < 1 and
the signal region for various pT and 1/b thresholds for the

p
s = 8 TeV data. The number of

predicted events includes both the cosmic ray muon and collision muon contributions. Only
statistical uncertainties are shown.

The multiply charged analysis uses the Ias and 1/b criteria. Since the default track reconstruc-
tion code assumes |Q| = 1e for pT determination, the transverse momentum for |Q| > 1e

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1205.0272.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1305.0491.pdf
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Discussions
Mapping to UV Models

X represents the LLP 
*model definitely include missing 
energy; 
+signature not appeared in the 
minimal/simplest model setup;

Big Signal selection enhancement
Big trigger efficiency enhancement 

Timing most significant because  
No tracking & No displaced vertex

• Basic Summary of our understanding: 
• For all models, timing helps ( reduce bkg / allow to loosen cuts ) 
• For large fraction of models, timing @ trigger level helps A-LOT 

by enabling LLP-targeted triggers 
• For decays to photons, timing is critical because there are no 

other handles (no tracking, no displaced vertices)
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Challenges and opportunities
• CMS MTD will be there + delay jet L1 trigger(?): require non-trivial effort 

to realize, e.g., low+high level with jet ROI. Once realized, could be universal boost to LLPs at the 
LHC! (some initial effort at LBNL LLP workshop) 


• MTD chip (4cm x 4cm), single chip trigger needs 
comparison to reach 30ps, track/ECAL assisted


• ATLAS MS timing layer(?) + Muon RoI trigger: timing layer no proposal 
yet, but is interesting to study. If not, MS RPC timing (~0.7ns) could be used, still good for heavy 
LLP. 


• More (signal specific) additional handles: combined trigger 
strategy with timing as new d.o.f.


• ATLAS high granularity timing detector and LHCb Torch 
detector: look for forward region new physics with timing

!22

https://indico.physics.lbl.gov/indico/event/633/contributions/1830/attachments/1615/1914/LLPTimingSummaryReport.pdf

